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ASSASSINATION BEFORE ASSASSINS: 




Strictly speaking assassination is a neutral term. It tells us nothing about the motives or results 
of the deed, nor whether the victim was good or bad. There is a broad assumption that only 
persons of high public stature qualify to be described as assassinated as opposed to being 
simply murdered, and traditionally the term has been largely confined to heads of state or major 
government figures.2 As such history books have no problem in going back to the earliest times 
and listing a range of people, usually rulers, who were assassinated. Almost everyone knows 
that Julius Caesar was assassinated; not just killed, slain, or murdered, but assassinated. 
Allowing for the usual issues of finding exact (or as nearly exact as possible) equivalents in the 
Latin of Caesar’s day it ought therefore to be easy to find in our sources the Roman word for 
assassinated. Yet it cannot be done. There simply was no classical word equivalent in Greek or 
Latin that related solely to the killing of exalted personages. Herodotus used the same verb for 
the killing of an Athenian tyrant as he did for Persian priests slaughtering animals. Tacitus used 
the same verb for the murder of a Parthian king as for the killing of ordinary Roman soldiers.3 
Without a distinct term that applied only to the slaying of kings, rulers, and the like there would 
seem to have been no corresponding concept that distinguished such killings as killings from 
the killing of ordinary mortals and even animals.  
 
Despite (according to Shakespeare) having ‘such divinity as doth hedge a king’, there was no 
shortage of rulers in the ancient world who were murdered, including at least three (divine) 
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pharaohs.4 Most of the time, such killings were simply to replace the victim as ruler, and the 
motives ranged from personal ambition to somehow serving the public good (as conceived by 
the killers). Some killings were highly public, like that of Hipparchus at Athens (514 BC) or Julius 
Caesar at Rome (44BC), where the killers were either self-proclaimed or recognised as 
liberators from tyranny with statues or coins in their honour.5 Most however took place within the 
confines of the palace and were revealed only by the result, like the killing of Candaules of Lydia 
by his successor Gyges (c.680BC) or of the Roman emperor Claudius by his wife (AD54).6 Yet 
neither Gyges nor Claudius is usually described as having been assassinated, just murdered. 
To qualify as assassination killings would seem to need a public event. 
 
Yet clearly to apply the word assassination to any killing in the ancient world is essentially 
anachronistic, both in the sense that a special terminology for the slaying of rulers did not exist 
and in the more literal sense that the word itself only arose much later. In fact the word begot 
the concept. The word assassin (whence all other forms) derived from a fanatical Ismaili sect 
derisively called Hashishiyyun which the crusaders encountered in the Holy Land and which 
supposedly got its name from the use of hashish in recruiting, and which specialised in the 
killing of rulers and leaders.7 Stories of the sect were spread by travellers and chroniclers like 
Benjamin of Tudela (1130-1173), William of Tyre (1130-1186), Joinville (1224-1317), and Marco 
Polo (1254-1324), but the use of their name for the killing of kings only spread slowly through 
the West. Even as late as the Renaissance it was a rare rhetorical coinage, occurring only once 
in Shakespeare (c.1564-1616).8 Only from this point on can we say that a special terminology 
existed in European languages for the killing of high exalted persons.  
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1 ‘Assassination’ in Ancient History 
However it would be fatuous to deny the usefulness of using the term assassination for killings 
in those ages before the word and its corresponding broad concept existed, given that it clearly 
conveys the sense we mean. At the same time, since it is an anachronistic usage, we need to 
apply those criteria we commonly use today when we describe a killing as an assassination. 
Primarily this means that the victim must be a ruler or leader and the killing must be sudden, 
public, and unexpected by the world at large. Motive is always an uncertain issue since the 
assassin’s declared motive may not be the only one or even the main one. Thus while 
Harmodius and Aristogeiton were subsequently celebrated for striking against tyranny when 
they cut down Hipparchus, they were actually provoked by personal affronts and insults; and 
Caesar’s assassin, Marcus Junius Brutus, may well have had mixed motives.9 In one 
geographical area at least however a major motive can be eliminated. In the ancient eastern 
monarchies before Greece and Rome no ruler was ever assassinated to change the form of 
government. Along with some pharaohs, many kings of the Hittites, Persians, Parthians, and 
other monarchies were murdered but only to replace them: no one ever thought of modifying or 
abolishing government by kings.10 Dynasties might be changed, usually after a succession of 
weak rulers.11 In some instances the dynasty was retained even after assassinations, as with 
the Davidide line in Judah; while its northern neighbour Israel went through a rapid succession 
of fleeting dynasties.12 
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It was different with Greece and Rome. The Greek cities had originally been ruled by kings, 
replaced in most cases by oligarchies, occasionally tyrants, and sometimes republics. Rome 
had also begun with kings, then a republic dominated by aristocratic families whose monopoly 
of power was gradually counterbalanced by popularly elected tribunes. After Augustus (27BC–
14AD) established himself as the first emperor, it continued to be ruled by emperors but the 
possibility of restoring the old republic was still canvassed as late as 41AD.13 Both Greek and 
Roman thought understood that in principle, forms of government could be changed, and 
assassination was a possible beginning.  
 
It has been argued that assassination is usually understood to mean the sudden and highly 
public killing of rulers where this is not expected (though it may be much desired) by the people 
at large. Plots and conspiracies abounded around many rulers in the ancient world, and most 
unpopular ones took at times extraordinary measures to protect themselves. Dionysius I, Tyrant 
of Syracuse (405-367BC) slept surrounded by water, with access only by a narrow bridge he 
raised when he retired, and was shaved only by his daughters. The Roman emperor Domitian 
(81-96AD) lined his colonnades with shiny stone so he could see what was going on behind his 
back, and complained no-one believed rulers when they suspected plots until they were killed.14 
Dionysius survived, Domitian did not. 
 
Once the example of assassination was set in a state, however, it could be repeated. The 
ancient monarchy at Corinth ended with the assassination of Telestes in 747BC. There, after a 
period of oligarchic rule, a tyranny was established by Cypselus which was terminated with the 
assassination of his grandson, Psammetichus (c.582BC). Corinth had never really tried 
democracy but the oligarchy was not unpopular. When Timophanes tried to become tyrant there 
around 365BC, he was killed by his brother, Timoleon, with popular approval.15 At ultra-
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conservative Sparta, assassination was used to preserve the archaic governmental system. 
When the reforming king Agis IV tried to rationalise the way things were run, he was killed by 
reactionaries (241BC).16 
 
For the more daring assassins, the more public the place for their deed, the better. In 365BC, 
the tyrant Euphron of Sicyon was cut down by opponents from his city while addressing the 
authorities at Thebes (though his supporters at home still managed to arrange a public funeral 
for him there). Jason of Pherae, Tagus of Thessaly, was slain by seven youths while reviewing 
his troops (370BC); Philip II of Macedon was stabbed to death at a public celebration (333BC); 
and Nabis, tyrant of Sparta, was slain in the middle of his army (192BC).17 
 
Rome’s legendary history of early kings included one possible and two definite assassinations.18 
However, until the last century BC, the republic which followed the period of kingship managed 
to avoid dominant single leaders and hence assassinations; though traditionalist forces had no 
hesitation in striking down perceived threats to the established order. A number of semi-
legendary figures were supposedly put to death for seeking kingship, and three undoubtedly 
historical reformist tribunes were killed with senatorial connivance.19 Under the empire 
assassinations were rife, though at Rome itself with the exception of Julius Caesar (44BC) and 
Caligula (41AD) most were hidden from public gaze in the confines of the palace. Thus, when 
Claudius was assassinated in 54AD and Commodus in 196AD, their killers succeeded for a time 
in passing off their deaths as natural causes.20 Many later emperors perished in military tumults 
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which had the air of spontaneity but were sometimes orchestrated by their successor; in effect 
they were disguised assassinations. The third century in particular took a heavy toll. In the 
period 222-284AD, at least 18 emperors or would-be emperors were killed by their own troops. 
 
In the Greek and Roman world, few assassins acted on their own for purely personal reasons 
(though conversely private wrongs could be dressed up as serving some greater good, as with 
Harmodius and Aristigiton). Even when the assassins had some deep personal grievance, the 
act was usually sponsored at least (if not actually aided) by others with their own agenda. 
Pausanias, the assassin of Philip II of Macedon, had his own resentments but Philip’s wife 
Olympias was probably behind the deed (333BC); Caracalla’s assassin, Martial, had his own 
grudge against the emperor but was the tool of the Prefect Macrinus who succeeded Caracalla 
(217AD).21 
 
In some instances the assassination was genuinely spontaneous and the result of popular  
outrage. In the ancient monarchies of the Near East it was not unknown for kings to be slain by 
their own people after repeated defeats in battle brought the homeland into dire peril, to please 
the invader or angry gods or to substitute someone more capable. Though widely separated by 
time this fate befell the Mitannian king Tushratta (c.1340BC, beaten by the Hittites), the Elamite 
kings, father and son, Hallushu-Inshushinak and Kudur-Nahhunte (693BC and 692BC, beaten 
by the Assyrians), and the Persian king Darius III (330BC, beaten by Alexander the Great).22 
Sometimes kings were the victims of factional struggles over alliances. The last days of the 
kingdom of Israel at Samaria saw a succession of assassinations over whether or not Israel 
should accept or resist the domination of Assyria.23  
 
In the Graeco-Roman world, spontaneous popular furore was also not unknown. While the 
behaviour of kings and emperors was normally protected from popular anger by the power 
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imbalance, they were occasionally exposed to the furious rage of their subjects. Despite their 
high pretensions, the last rulers of the Seleucid dynasty in Syria were little more than petty 
squabbling brigands. When Seleucus VI seized Mopsuestia (modern: Misis in Turkey) in 95BC 
and set about looting the town the furious inhabitants burned him to death in his palace. At 
Alexandria when the young Ptolemy XI Alexander II married, but then immediately murdered, 
his much-loved stepmother Berenice III, he was dragged from the palace and torn to pieces by 
the mob (80BC). Roman emperors avoided similar fates until the very end of the Western 
Empire. In 455AD the emperor, Petronius Maximus, and his son, Palladius, were caught trying 
to flee Rome ahead of the advancing Vandals and were torn limb from limb by the angry 
populace.24  
 
2 King-Slaying in the Mediaeval Era: Elaborating on a Tradition 
The early Germanic kingdoms which arose in Europe from the ruins of the Western Empire 
were essentially tribal conglomerates where the king’s authority was limited by tradition, custom, 
and the consent of his followers. Equally, the Christian kingdoms of the early Middle Ages 
acknowledged a moral code independent of the king’s will; and monarchs were further 
constrained by common assumptions among nobles and councils about the role and character 
of kingship. Since kingship was intensely personal, rulers who egregiously violated these norms 
or failed to live up to what was expected of them, were likely to be violently removed or 
assassinated. 25 
 
Ineffectual leadership in war for the barbarian kings was a recipe for removal. Both the Visigoth 
Amalaric (531AD) and his second cousin, the Ostrogoth Theodahad, (534AD) were 
assassinated by their own troops after losing territories. Discarding age-old religious beliefs for 
new faiths invited similar retaliation. In Britain, pushing the switch from paganism to Christianity 
caused the assassinations of Eorpwald of East Anglia (c.632AD) and Sigibert II of the East 
Saxons (c.653AD). Elsewhere in Europe, the assassinations of Wenceslas I of Bohemia (‘Good 
King Wenceslas’, 929AD) and (probably) Haakon I of Norway (961AD) were from the same 
cause; while among the now Catholic Visigoths, Witteric perished in an attempt to restore 
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Arianism (610AD).26  Early medieval kings were constantly on the move, and as their rule was 
very personal, their character and failings became widely known. The Frankish ruler, Chilperic I 
of Soissons (584AD), and the English ruler, Osred of Northumbria (716AD) along with Ethelbald 
of Mercia (757AD) were all assassinated for cruelty and egregious awfulness even by the 
standards of a barbaric age.27 Later in the Middle Ages, the growth of royal bureaucracy built a 
hedge between crown and people where ministers and officials took some of the blame for 
misgovernment. In Switzerland, the mythical William Tell supposedly slew Landburger Gessler 
as the representative of hated Austrian rule. In France and England, peasants’ revolts in the 
fourteenth century were aimed at the nobles and the kings’ ministers; and in London, the rebels 
slew those they could lay hands on (1381AD).28 
  
Along with other venerated traditions, the Byzantine Empire inherited that of the forcible removal 
of unpopular or incapable emperors. Many were deposed and packed off to monasteries (after 
mutilation). Some were imprisoned and killed later, and seven were assassinated while still 
emperor. Out of the last group, five were killed with the connivance of their successors; while 
Constans II was probably slain for his religious policies (668AD), while Andronicus I was torn to 
pieces by an infuriated mob (1185AD).29 In Italy, the collapse of Carolingian authority in the late 
ninth century left the papacy as a plaything for competing Roman families. Between 882AD and 
985AD, nine popes were murdered. A few were first deposed but most were simply imprisoned 
and killed. Some were assassinated by rivals, some the victims of factional warfare.30 Later in 
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the high Middle Ages, Italy repeated the classical Greek pattern of local states using 
assassination either to change the nature of government or to remove an insupportable tyrant. 
At Rome, the former popular hero but now detested papal agent Cola di Rienzo, was 
assassinated by a mob (1354AD); at Milan, the monstrous duke Giovanni Mari Visconti who fed 
human flesh to dogs was publicly assassinated (1412AD). Later, Duke Galeazo Maria Sforza 
was assassinated ‘in the name of liberty’ (1476AD), though the Sforzas continued to rule. A 
similar attempt in Florence two years later to assassinate the Medici brothers only took the life 
of one; Lorenzo the Magnificent continued to rule. However many Italian rulers were 
assassinated by ambitious relatives, or those concerned about the survival of the dynasty: at 
Milan, Duke Matteo II Visconti by his brothers (1355AD), and the ferocious Duke Bernabo 
Visconti by his nephew (1385AD).31 One assassination that never happened but would certainly 
have been spectacular had it taken place belongs to 1414AD, when the despot Gabrino 
Fondolo of Cremona was showing the pope and the emperor the view from a high tower and 
was apparently briefly tempted to throw them both off to achieve lasting notoriety.32 
 
By the time the Milanese dukes were being assassinated the word ‘assassin’ in various forms 
was making its slow way into European languages. The original Hashishiyyun had first become 
known to the crusaders as killers of fellow Moslem rulers who had fallen foul of the sect’s Grand 
Master for religious reasons.33 They began to figure much more prominently in  
Western awareness when they started to include crusader leaders among their targets. Their 
victims included Raymond II of Tripoli (1152AD) and the king-elect of Jerusalem, Conrad of 
Montferrat (1192AD); though the future Edward I of England survived an attack (1272AD).34 The 
Latin assassinus (with variations of spelling) began to appear in British and Irish sources from 
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about 1250, but even in Latin, the term was a rarity and vernacular forms only appeared slowly 
until the Renaissance.35  
 
Examples from very different ages and cultures have been surveyed, to highlight killings which 
would undoubtedly be classified today as assassinations even though they all come from the 
time before European thought had special language for the slaying of rulers. Some general 
conclusions can be drawn. First, the absence of a special vocabulary for king-killing does not 
mean that the act was not viewed with particular horror. In the sacred monarchies of the ancient 
Near East, killing the ruler was an offence against the divine order as well as the political one. 
Under these circumstances, it is likely that most such killings were carried out by those closest 
to the ruler, for whom the reverential awe had lost its force.36 Even in other states where 
leadership was either by consent or election, the killing of rulers struck at the accepted social 
order and begat anxiety and apprehension.  
  
Secondly, to say that these rulers were assassinated says nothing about their character, any 
more than saying they were killed or murdered. Among Roman emperors both the murderous 
Caligula and the innocent Severus Alexander have here been described as assassinated.37 As 
this background discussion has sought to emphasise, being assassinated implies high rank and 
status not virtue or vice. There is perhaps, however, a tendency to describe good rulers as 
being murdered rather than assassinated, since murder carries the stronger connotation of 
something that should not have happened in a perfect world. 
 
Thirdly, the term assassination normally suggests suddenness and high publicity. The slow 
poisoning of various rulers is invariably described as murder, partly because of the time 
sometimes required by the poison and partly because the act of the killing was meant to be 
concealed.38 Public assassination, on the other hand, was meant to be seen, perhaps even to 
demonstrate that no one was immune. This was certainly the case with the original Hashashin 
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and with those who struck down Jason of Pherae, Philip II of Macedon, Caligula, and many 
others.  
 
Fourthly, assassination is often assumed to have a political motivation. While many did, many 
also did not. Even where a political motive was asserted this did not preclude personal factors 
playing their part. Ruling out hired killers, the majority of assassins must have been personally 
committed to their cause especially if escape after the event was a highly uncertain. In fact while 
the ancient equivalent of the suicide bomber was not absent from the known assassins many 
seem to have made plans for their escape after the deed, as with Harmodius and Aristogeton, 
Pausanias who slew Philip II of Macedon, and Cassius Chaerea and his friends who killed 
Caligula. Pausanias’ motives were entirely personal but Harmodius and Aristogeton along with 
Chaerea and his associates believed that slaying the tyrant would end the tyranny and they 
would have wanted to live in the brave new world which they thought would follow. 
 
Fifthly, apart from the original Hashishiyyun, public religion appears to have played only a very 
small motive part as in assassinations. The possibility that the ‘ heretic pharaoh’  Akhenaten 
(died c.1336BC) may have been secretly murdered for his onslaught on traditional Egyptian 
religion cannot be excluded; and the same suspicion could attach to his two brief successors 
Smenkhare and Tutankhamun (died c.1327BC); though in the last case the reason may have 
been reversing Akhenaten’s changes.39  Definitely a victim of religious hatred was the Baalist 
queen, Athaliah of Judah, slaughtered in a coup orchestrated by the Yahwist high-priest, 
Jehoida (833BC).40 And as already noted, in early medieval Europe Eorpwald of East Anglia, 
Sigibert of the East Saxons, and Wenceslas I of Bohemia were all killed for attempting to 
Christianise their peoples. 
 
Yet one aspect of religion must have been present in the minds of many assassins, namely the 
belief in and fear of a deity who avenged wrongful killings by future punishment in this life or the 
next. In the ancient Near East the plethora of deities with widely different aspects perhaps 
allowed for finding one in favour of the killing just as war gods were invoked for victory over the 
enemy. Israelite sacred history endorsed at least one act of genocide supposedly at Yahweh’s 
directive, and a number of prophets encouraged the slaughter of rulers whose religious policy 
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was not to their liking. Ancient Israel, however, lacked any discernible belief in an afterlife of 
rewards or punishments so religious and ethical constraints applied only to this.41 Similarly while 
some Greek and Roman philosophers posited a ‘flight’ of the soul after death, popular belief 
consigned the departed to a shadowy existence in Hades irrespective of their past record 
(though a few egregiously wicked ended up suffering torments in Tartarus).42 Egyptians, on the 
other hand, had a very strong belief in rewards and punishments after death for deeds done or 
omitted in this life. Only the virtuous survived Osiris’ judgment and proceeded to Amenti, a land 
of the dead similar to the Egypt they had known. Those who failed the judgment were devoured 
into extinction by the Ammut monster.43 
 
Celtic, German, and Slavonic mythologies had more to say about the afterlife of heroes than 
what might befall wicked humans, but all were succeeded in medieval Christendom with the fully 
fledged vision of Hell epitomised in Dante’s Inferno. Here eternal flames and torments were the 
fate of the wicked, pre-eminent among whom in medieval thinking were those who raised their 
lethal hand against their liege lords.44 Finally, one cannot omit, for all these periods, the 
universal belief in ghosts, especially the avenging spirits of those foully murdered.45 For all 
would-be murderers, including assassins, the fear of divine retribution along with the fear of 
being haunted and pursued by the ghosts of their victims would have to be overcome before 
they could embark on their deeds. 
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Ultimately, the motives behind all assassinations can be reduced to two basic kinds: killings to 
change the system and killings simply to replace the individual. The first kind is only possible 
where an alternative form of government can be imagined. This requires either a historical 
knowledge of past changes in how a country was governed, or an acquaintance with literature 
about possible alternatives. Assassinations for this reason therefore were only carried out by 
those with some education. Killings simply to replace a ruler include a range of subsidiary 
motives. The most common one has probably always been personal ambition: to take the ruler’s 
place. Others include a final rebellion against the intolerable cruelty and awfulness of some 
despot, or revenge for injuries received at his hands.  
 
One characteristic of all assassinations was the lack of awe. In societies with divine and semi-
divine rulers, or where the ruler was at least ‘the Lord’s anointed’ (literally anointed in some 
instances), or personified in some numinous way the tribe or the nation, or had been chosen by 
the near unanimous voice of fellow countrymen, it required more than just courage to strike him 
down. The assassin needed to be able to lay aside his own normal reverence for the awe and 
mystery that hedged around a duly consecrated ruler. Hence such assassinations were most 
commonly carried out by those close to the ruler, where daily contact had eroded the majesty. 
Whether the gradual appearance in European languages from the Renaissance onwards of a 
special terminology for the killing of rulers affected in any way those carrying out such deeds is 
not immediately obvious. However for previously non-violent people contemplating the killing of 
tyrants, to think of their action as assassination rather than murder may well help to bridge the 
emotional gap between their self-image as peaceful law abiding citizens and the deed to which 
they now feel impelled. Words have emotive force as well as meaning, and we can use them to 
brush over actions which starkly presented in their raw form offend and repel. Emotionally, it 
may be easier to call something assassination rather than murder.46 At the same time it 
implicitly recognises the standing of the victim. Both the verbal escape and the status 
concession were things denied to earlier ages, though the deed remained the same. 
 
3 Renaissance Consciousness to Modernity: Updating the Assassination 
Process 
The Renaissance period not only brought the term assassination into vernacular European 
languages, but the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries also created two major new developments 
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which changed the available methodology for killing rulers and the audience such deeds 
commanded. The first was the invention of firearms; primitive and initially unreliable they 
nevertheless gave would-be assassins a chance of escape vastly superior to plunging a knife 
into their victim. Previously the longbow and crossbow had offered a means of distance killing 
but the vagaries of wind and marksmanship meant they were only rarely employed for 
assassination.47 Poison had an ancient pedigree but was of the hit and miss variety, though 
many rulers were credited with keeping professional poisoners around.48 Equally, their food 
tasters were not there just for ceremony. However it was the invention of the fire arm in the 
shape of the arquebus (late fifteenth century) and the pistol (sixteenth century) which 
transformed the issue of protection. The first major victim was François Duke of Guise 
(1563AD), followed by James, Regent of Scotland (1566AD), and William the Silent of the 
Netherlands (1584AD).49 Thereafter the line continued to include among many others the 
Archduke Franz Ferdinand (1914AD), John F. Kennedy (1963AD), and Martin Luther King 
(1968AD); with attempts on Ronald Reagan and Pope John Paul II (1981AD). 
 
In the sixteenth century it had soon been realised that gunpowder could be used in larger 
quantities to blow up victims; the first prominent target being Lord Darnley, husband of Mary 
Queen of Scots in 1567AD (though he was, in fact, finished off by strangulation). Then, in 
1605AD, Guy Fawkes and his companions planned to blow up king and parliament together.50 
The development of the grenade in the seventeenth century led to the bomb-throwing assassin, 
though as it required accuracy the thrown bomb often killed others without hitting the intended 
target. An attempt in 1903AD to kill Alfonso XIII of Spain and his queen Ena on their wedding 
day left them unharmed but covered in blood from other victims; and before being later fatally 
shot, Franz Ferdinand had deflected an earlier bomb thrown at him. Yet thrown bombs could be 
successful, as with the assassination of Czar Alexander II in 1881AD, and with the combination 
of grenades and automatic weapons used to kill Anwar Sadat of Egypt in 1981AD. However the 
unreliability of bombs, thrown or buried, is best illustrated by Adolf Hitler surviving four known 
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such attempts.51 The first car bombing, an attempt to assassinate the Ottoman Sultan Abdul 
Hamid II in 1907AD, was equally unsuccessful. 
 
The invention of printing (c.1450AD) initially produced more and cheaper books; but within a 
century it also generated pamphlets, and the German Reformation saw a raging pamphlet war. 
Since, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, it was almost impossible to separate religion 
from politics, pamphlets urging the overthrow of opponents easily morphed into active 
encouragement of assassination.52 The Jesuits were credited with advocating tyrannicide in the 
case of heretic rulers or those deemed lax on heresy, a justification underlying the 
assassinations of William the Silent (1584AD) and Henri III and Henri IV of France (1589AD and 
1610AD).53 The execution of Charles I of England in 1649AD produced a flurry of books and 
pamphlets (including one by Milton) arguing for and against the slaying of kings.54 Pamphlets 
circulated widely; one quoting the child witnesses at the Bury St. Edmunds witchcraft trial 
(1682AD) obviously influenced the child witnesses at the Salem trial in New England 
(1692AD).55 Broadsheets, newspapers, and now social media succeeded the pamphlet as a 
means of disseminating violent political views. They not only encouraged the isolated extremist 
to feel that he was not alone in his views and that murderous solutions were after all acceptable, 
they played into a desire for fame or notoriety. 
 
While many assassins have sought anonymity outside the ranks of their immediate band, there 
have always been those who gloried in the deed and wanted the world to know their role. Even 
within the ranks the chosen one was often a volunteer whose motives may not have entirely 
excluded the consciousness of future fame; such almost certainly included the youthful 
assassins of Franz Ferdinand (1914AD) and perhaps even Claus von Stauffenberg in 1944AD. 
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Charlotte Corday had arranged for her justification for assassinating Marat to be published 
simultaneously with the deed in 1793AD, but the most conspicuous self-glorification by an 
assassin must surely be John Wilkes Booth’s in 1865AD.56 Having shot Abraham Lincoln at 
Ford’s Theatre he leaped onto the stage (injuring himself in the process), declaimed sic semper 
tyrannis to the audience, and only then ran off; though he could probably have avoided 
recognition in the immediate confusion and  escaped scot free had he simply fled at once from 
Lincoln’s box by the way he had entered.57 Yet like many assassins Booth had made escape 
plans; to enjoy his fame not merely to have it posthumously. Assassins have always included 
those with no expectation of surviving the deed (like the original Hashishiyyun, Kamikaze pilots, 
and the modern suicide bomber); but equally many assassins obviously intended to get away, 
and the dream of basking in popular, or at least collegial, acclaim may have played an important 
psychological part.  
 
Two other developments of the Renaissance period also contributed in different ways to the 
acceptability of assassination and its opportunity. The so-called Age of Exploration brought 
Europeans into contact with ancient eastern monarchies where assassination was a common 
approach to changing rulers. The Great Moghul Farruksiyar (1713-1719AD) had come to the 
throne by assassinating his uncle. In 1717AD he was successfully treated by an English doctor 
from the trading post in Calcutta, but was himself assassinated two years later by the Sayyid 
brothers who then elevated and forcibly removed four Moghul emperors in one year (at least 
two being assassinated).58 Saffevid Iran (Shakespeare’s ‘The Sophy’) experienced similar 
violent changes, and in Sri Lanka the Portuguese contended with fleeting rulers whom either 
they or the Singhalese themselves assassinated.59 Of more immediate interest to Europe was 
the Ottoman Empire, initially from fear of its expansion and then from rival concerns over it 
falling apart. Four Ottoman sultans were deposed and killed, and many Grand Viziers dismissed 
and executed.60 
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4 Appropriate Targets 
The Renaissance period also saw the arrival of embassies, with diplomats being permanently 
stationed in foreign capitals in place of the medieval system of ad hoc heralds. An inheritance of 
the older pattern was that diplomats were accorded the inviolability previously assigned to 
heralds. While this generally held until the last century, beginning with the assassination of the 
German ambassador to China in 1900AD by the so-called ‘Boxer’ rebels. A number of diplomats 
have been assassinated as representatives of some alien government or regime – the most 
recent being the terrorist attack on the American consulate in Benghazi in 2012AD (the 
assassination of a German diplomat in Paris in 1938AD provided Hitler with the excuse for 
Kristallnacht). In effect the creation of embassies created targets, enabling assassins to strike in 
their home territory at countries they might not be able to reach otherwise.61 
 
Assassinated diplomats are part of a larger but more amorphous group who constitute symbolic 
targets. These often have little connection with the policies of whatever country they are from 
but, in the eyes of the assassin, they serve as a token target. The attempt by an Irish nationalist 
on Queen Victoria’s son Alfred in Australia in 1868AD, on the Czarevitch Nicholas by a 
Japanese nationalist in 1904AD, the assassination of Martin Luther King (1968AD), and the 
assassination of Lord Mountbatten by the IRA (1975AD), all come under this heading. A 
common characteristic is the absence of any personal animosity towards the victim as an 
individual, simply towards what he was presumed to stand for.62 
 
Nationalism has often been a primary motive behind assassinations. The religious wars of the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in Europe eventually gave place to a largely secular 
national consciousness with its own antipathies; though religion continued to be an expression 
of national feeling in some occupied countries, as in Ireland under English rule and Poland 
under Soviet domination. In the Muslim world today, religion continues to be a supra-national 
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bond, uniting on the one hand against what is seen as Western contamination and corruption 
but dividing Muslims along ancient religious fissures sustained by local tribal loyalties. 
Occasionally just the fear of foreign designs has inspired assassination attempts, as when a 
Japanese nationalist tried to kill the Russian Czarevitch in 1891AD, but actual occupation by a 
foreign power has been the more common trigger. The victim was almost invariably that power’s 
local deputy, whose assassination not only failed to weaken the enemy occupation but often 
brought ferocious reprisals, as in Czechoslovakia after the assassination of Reichsprotektor 
Reinhard Heydrich in 1942AD. Sometimes, one assassination begat another, and with 
unexpected results. In 1895AD, the Japanese arranged the assassination of the Korean Min 
Queen who opposed the Japanese protectorate; in 1909AD, the Japanese resident-general in 
Korea was assassinated by a Korean nationalist, and a year later Japan annexed Korea.63  
 
Heads of state have always been the prime targets for assassins, even where actual power lay 
with their ministers. At least five attempts were made to assassinate Queen Victoria; though 
perhaps by an agreed convention, the would-be killers were often described as madmen.64 The 
convention, if such it was, has been employed in other countries, presumably to publicise the 
view that only the deranged would attempt such acts.65 In the case of reigning monarchs, 
assassination was a recognised if not accepted risk of their position, though danger from 
ambitious family members (an ancient hazard) was confined largely to monarchies with fluid 
rules of succession. Thus Shaka, the creator of the Zulu kingdom, was assassinated by his half-
brothers in 1828AD, while Czar Peter III was killed to make room for his wife Catherine (the 
Great) who had absolutely no claim to the Russian throne in 1762AD.66 Rival dynasties posed 
an equal danger. The Karageorgeviç and Obrenoviç families had battled for the Serbian throne 
throughout the nineteenth century. The brutal assassination of Alexander II Obrenoviç and his 
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queen Draga in 1903AD to make way for a Karageorgeviç restoration so appalled Edward VII 
that he pushed the British government into a temporary severance of diplomatic relations with 
Serbia, adding that he and Alexander belonged to the same ‘profession’.67 
 
Crowned heads of any kind have generally been targets for assassins who attributed all of their 
own or their country’s woes to the monarch, a reversal of the older belief that misgovernment 
stemmed from the king’s favourites and if only the king knew he would make things right. Royal 
favourites have often been detested (usually more by displaced nobles) and have frequently 
fallen victim to assassination. When Charles I’s favourite the Duke of Buckingham was 
assassinated only the king mourned his death in 1628AD.68 The last in a long line of hated 
favourites was Grigori Rasputin, whose assassination in 1916AD came too late to save the 
Romanov dynasty from the obloquy to which he had largely contributed.69 Favourites could and 
sometimes did function as ministers (Wolsey, Richelieu, Pombal, Godoy, etc.), but did so only 
as long as royal favour continued. However by the late eighteenth century in Britain and a few 
other countries ministers responsible to elected bodies were taking their place. Since unpopular 
policies could now be attributed to ministers of the crown rather than just to the monarch they 
became just as liable to assassination as former favourites had been. 
 
This became increasingly true in the new world following first the American Revolution, the 
French Revolution, and the revolutions of 1848AD. Faced with the realization that republics 
were a viable alternative most European monarchies granted constitutions, and kings and 
emperors graciously assumed a highly visible (and for many of them probably profoundly 
boring) range of official public duties.70 This did not stop republicans plotting assassinations, 
with a failed attempt on Louis Philippe of France (1835AD), and successful assassinations of 
the papal minister Pellegrino Rossi (1848AD) and Carlos of Portugal with his son Crown Prince 
Luis (1908AD).71 Most republicans, however, rejected assassination as a tool, and beyond 
opposing monarchy and admiring the American system were vague about replacement 
ideologies. Much clearer programmes emerged after the failed 1848 Revolutions with the 
Anarchists and the Socialists.  
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For many ‘anarchist’ and ‘assassin’ are almost synonymous and the image of the cloaked 
anarchist waving a bomb complete with fizzling fuse almost defines the subject. In reality 
anarchism by definition could never be a unified movement (though for a time it was feared as 
such), and the assassinations claimed as the work of anarchists fell within a clearly defined 
period of 1875-1935AD. Within this time frame there were six successful assassinations and 
nine known unsuccessful attempts; the last attempt being on Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1933AD, 
though the real target may have been Mayor Cermak.72 By the 1930s Anarchism as a 
philosophy of discontent had largely given way to more cohesive ideologies of the Left and the 
Right. 
 
Left wing movements tended to concentrate their energies on gaining office or overthrowing 
regimes rather than targeting individuals for assassination; though Communist takeovers were 
sometimes followed by the killing of previous leaders or at least their questionable deaths, as 
with the Regent Kyril of Bulgaria (1945AD) and the Czech Foreign minister Jan Masaryk 
(1946AD). 73 Stalin’s pursuit of sole power in Soviet Russia included the elimination of any real 
or potential rivals, even the exiled Trotsky (1940AD). Some self-styled socialist revolutionary 
groups like the Baader-Meinhof gang (Rote Armee Fraktion 1970-1998AD) occasionally struck 
violently at public officials and business leaders, but specific assassinations were rare; the 
kidnapping and killing of the former Italian premier Aldo Moro by the Red Brigade (Brigate 
Rosse) being an exception (1978AD).74 
  
Right wing movements were much more prone to identifying their enemies through individuals 
and acting accordingly, as with the assassinations of the French socialist leader Jaures 
(1914AD), the Italian socialist Matteoti (1924AD), and the Belgian communist leader Lahaut 
(1950AD). Some assassinations were clearly government sponsored, as with Orlando Letelier 
the exiled opponent of Chilean president Pinochet (1975AD), and the South African communist 
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leader Hal Christiani (1993AD). In Japan militarist circles were behind the assassination of two 
premiers and the Lord Privy Seal in the period 1930-1936AD.75 
 
Constitutions such as that under which the Japanese premiers operated had become part of the 
world political scene in the aftermath of American and European revolutions, granted with more 
or less goodwill in ancient monarchies or as part of the founding fabric of new republics such as 
sprang up in the Americas after the collapse of Spanish rule. In Europe they received additional 
impetus after World War I when new nations emerged or old ones recovered their 
independence, and positively blossomed in the decolonisation era following World War II. In 
theory democracies where those in power step down when their term was complete should 
have dissuaded the aggrieved and unhappy from the need to remove them by violence, yet 
even in mature democracies like the United States four presidents and other leading figures 
have been assassinated.76 
 
In reality despite the outward democratic forms many republics became effective dictatorships 
or tribal monopolies, with military juntas and Presidents for Life effectively replicating the 
unresponsive regimes of older monarchies. Perhaps not surprisingly some opponents adopted 
assassination as a means of removal; though, equally, right-wing factions also used 
assassination to get rid of populist presidents. In Central and South America 14 serving 
presidents and two ex-presidents were assassinated in the century 1874-1980AD. During the 
period 1963-1999AD, 13 African Heads of State were assassinated (with three other violent 
deaths also possible assassinations); and nine (possibly ten) elected Heads of State or 
monarchs were assassinated in South and East Asia in the period 1963-1993AD. Eight elected 
Heads of State or monarchs were assassinated in the Middle East in the period 1919-2001AD.77 
This does not include numerous attempted assassinations (Kemal Ataturk, Gamal Nasser, 
Hosni Mubarak, Edvard Shevardnadze, et al.) or the assassination of premiers and other 
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ministers. Assassins’ motives varied; some wanted revenge for injuries received, some aspired 
to replace the victim, and some simply hoped that things would be better if the victim was gone. 
Curiously two royal assassinations by family members do not seem to have involved the hope of 
succession: Faisal of Saudi Arabia (1975AD) and Birendra of Nepal (2001AD).78 
 
Two further categories need to be considered: professional assassins and government 
sponsored assassinations. Renaissance Italy abounded in paid assassins, as did France in the 
mid-sixteenth century.79 The modern world of international policing and communications means 
that professional assassins hide under a variety of covers, avoiding publicity and leaving even 
their existence uncertain (though Hollywood likes them, along with gangster hitmen). Two at 
least are known: ‘Vlada the Chauffeur’ (Vlada Cherozamsky) who killed Alexander I of 
Yugoslavia and the French Foreign minister (1934AD), and ‘Carlos the Jackal’ (Illich Ramirez) 
who began as a Palestinian nationalist and became a self-glorifying free-lance (1970s-1980s).80 
State sponsored assassinations go back to ancient times, though even then culpability was 
usually denied.81 Today both totalitarian regimes and democracies have either attempted or 
successfully carried out the assassination of opponents in other countries; usually justified (at 
least to themselves) in the name of national security. Hitler was almost certainly behind the 
assassination of Austrian Chancellor Engelbert Dolfuss (1934AD), and Chilean president 
Pinochet behind that of his exiled opponent Orlando Letelier (1976AD). Both Russian and 
American security agencies have been credited with attempted and successful assassinations, 
and conspiracy theorists have little trouble in finding parallels for their conclusions.82 
 
Conspiracy theorists have inherited from much older forebears the belief that the violent 
unexpected deaths of heads of state and government figures must have some nefarious 
explanation. Airplane crashes have provided ample fodder and have frequently been claimed as 
assassinations. Polish nationalists averred that General Sikorsky was such a victim (1943AD), 
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and similar claims were made (with more probability) for the death of Pakistan president Zia al-
Haq (1988AD).83 The airplane crash which killed two African presidents at the same time 
(Melchior Ndadaye of Burundi and Juvenal Habyarimana of Rwanda, 1993AD) was claimed as 
assassination by Rwandans, with the curious implication that those in Burundi were willing to 
sacrifice their own president to do it. Most recently the plane crash in Russia which killed the 
Polish leadership (2010AD) has aroused old Polish suspicions about Russia. 
 
Conclusion 
Drawing together the strands relating to assassination and assassins since the Renaissance 
when the word and the concept began to appear in vernacular European languages, a number 
of distinct characteristics emerge. Obviously some of the older factors from before the 
Renaissance continue to operate. A common reason for assassination remains for an assassin 
to replace the victim. The awfulness of the victim’s rule is held in some instances to justify the 
deed. Yet at the same time some features are new. 
 
New means of killing with the invention of firearms and explosives meant that assassins could 
strike from a distance. The idea of self-sacrifice on the part of an assassin ceased to be a 
necessary component of the plan. New forms of news dissemination with pamphlets, 
newspapers, and modern media meant that assassins no longer had to feel isolated in their 
grievances but could feel part of some wider movement. At the same these provided a forum for 
assassins seeking fame or notoriety. Symbolic targets for assassination entered the political 
spectrum with the creation of embassies and diplomats, while monarchs and presidents became 
more vulnerable to assassination by assuming a range of public roles and duties. The rise of 
responsible ministers framing policies marked new victims for assassination, replacing the older 
royal favourites. 
 
In Europe nationalist fervour largely displaced religious hatreds as a motive for assassinations, 
though religious loyalties and antipathies in the Middle East continued to underlie many killings. 
Ancient clan or tribal ties in post-colonial Africa and Asia undermined constitutional forms of 
government, fostering bitterness and revolts that led to coups and assassinations. On the other 
hand after the Enlightenment in Europe older inhibitions on killing due to fear of divine 
vengeance were gradually eroded, though conversely tyrannicide continued to be used as an 
occasional justification for assassination. Political movements provided a new basis for 
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hostilities and hatreds, where extremists assassinated victims for standing in the way rather 
than from any personal animosities. Few assassinations actually changed systems or policies, 
and some exacerbated abuses. Charlotte Corday’s assassination of Marat triggered a 
redoubling of the Terror, and the assassination of Hendrik Verwoerd simply led to a 
strengthening of Apartheid. On the other hand Orsini’s attempted assassination of Napoleon III 
(1858) oddly convinced the emperor to take up the cause of Italy.84 
 
While it is impossible to find a single unifying explanation behind all assassinations, a number of 
common features can be suggested. First and foremost, as with all murders, the life of the victim 
is held to be less important than the perceived needs and goals of the assassin. Secondly, the 
assassin is ready to risk the possible consequences of the deed. Thirdly, the assassin believes 
that a successful assassination will initiate a better condition for at least the assassin if not for 
others. Where these three conditions apply, assassination will always be an option for some. 
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